


Who We Are
Danver manufactures a semi-custom cabinet line crafted 
entirely from stainless steel.  For over 20 years, we have 
become the industry leader in bringing color, style, 
design and function from the indoors to the outdoors. 

With dozens of styles in hundreds of sizes, as well as a 
multitude of powder coat finishes, any design is possible.

Combined, our in-house designers have decades of 
experience designing outdoor living spaces – and they 
are happy to be your personal resource.



A Message from the President
As the industry leader in stainless steel outdoor 
kitchen cabinetry, Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens 
keeps a constant pulse on the industry and ever-
changing landscape of the spaces we call home. 
This keeps us at the forefront of enduring design with 
unparalleled durability.

Demand for outdoor living spaces across the country 
has never been higher, and the lines between indoor 
and outdoor spaces continue to blur. The result: a 
shift in lifestyle as the heart of the home grows to 
include the great outdoors.

MITCH SLATER
PRESIDENT AND OWNER DANVER



Why Danver
20+ year history

Made to order in the USA

100% environmentally friendly stainless steel

Powder coated

Limited warranties on cabinetry and powder coat finishes

Drawers feature double wall construction, full extension undermount soft-
close, self-close technology

Soft-close door hinges for single-family residential and enhanced durable 
hinges on multi-family projects

Multiple door styles

Magnetized closures

Rain gaskets

Fits all outdoor appliances

Complete line of cabinetry sizes in 3” increments from 9” to 48”

30” cabinet box with leveling leg options

ADA cabinetry available



How It's Made
Outdoor living is about more than just personal style 
and atmosphere; it’s also about function and longevity. 
Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens are designed 
and engineered for outdoor kitchens regardless of 
geography, climate or weather conditions.



Door Styles
Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens puts style and function first. Our exclusive stainless steel door styles and 
drawer fronts provide strength and durability while ensuring function and beauty are never compromised.

HAMPTON
Our standard solid slab door style.

RIO
A flat one piece door frame that is prepped 
for a glass, wood grain or stainless steel 
panel insert (not included).

KEY WEST
A shaker-style door.



FROST
A frosted glass center panel, available 
in your choice of colors from the Danver 
palette.

SEA GLASS
A frosted glass center panel representing 
the look of sea glass.
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Disclaimer: Due to the differences in powder 
coat paint batches, subtle variations in color 
may occur when ordering door replacements 
or additional cabinetry after the initial 
purchase. Although we consider these 
variances to be minimal, there is no way to 
assure an exact color match.

Paper & ink limitations of color samples 
as well as influence from heat & light may 
account for differences in actual color.

Powder Coat Finishes
Over 85% of our projects are delivered 
with powder coat finishes. In addition to 
enhancing the beauty of the cabinetry, 
powder coating reduces the maintenance  
required.

Danver offers an array of standard colors 
and realistic wood grain finishes plus the 
option of special-order colors.

MIDNIGHT
MATTE

NU BLACK
HAMMERTONE

SLATE

METALLIC BRONZE
MATTE

PEARL NIGHT
BLUE

BEETLE CHAMPAGNE
302

CHAMPAGNE
304

PEARL COPPER

Colors 



BURLWOOD CHERRY FLAMECHESTNUT

HORIZON

WHITE-WASHED
WOOD

TEAKDRIFT

BEACH EARTHSLATE WINTER SKY SEASHELL
WHITE

CARLSBAD
CANYON

REDWOOD SUDAN BROWN

CHAMPAGNE
304

PEARL COPPER

COPPER
HAMMERTONE

Woods



Beyond the Cabinets
Danver cabinets accommodate all outdoor 
cooking and entertaining appliances. For 
the convenience of one-stop shopping, 
Danver distributes a selection of high-

end appliance brands for your outdoor 
cooking needs.

We can provide ventilation hoods for 
your transition rooms and help you select 

hardware.







Builders
Since our inception, Danver has been helping builders to 
bring cabinet-based outdoor kitchens to production and 
custom homes worldwide. Whether you are a production, 
custom or spec home builder, a design/build firm or a multi-
family developer, we have a program designed to help you 
sell more outdoor amenity packages.

Builders can buy direct or through a local dealer 
Aggressive model home and design center program
Custom pricing for builders

"California Rooms" are becoming a 
standard in outdoor living throughout 

the country



Multi-Family
Danver engineered products exclusively for 

commerical applications including multi-
family, senior living, educational, commercial 

or hospitality projects. 

When your challenge is an outdoor amenity 
space, the design team at Danver has the 

expertise to help you bring  it to life.





Post & Panel System
A robust solution designed for multi-family common areas. 

Attractiveness and aesthetics

100% stainless steel for durability and longevity

No unnecessary storage space

Extended workspaces

Powder coated finishes 

Easy to clean

Strength to support countertops

Replaceable panels with the countertop in place

Shipped flat

Easy installation

Cost effective

ADA-compliant

Unmatched beauty and 
durability create functional 

common area islands







The durabiltily of stainless steel 
with the look of real wood 
without the maintenance  





Color, style and design 
combine to create the perfect 

outdoor kitchen





Design
Visit www.Danver.com for cabinet and production 
details, as well as a variety of design tools including a 
Microsoft Word®-based layout program, and libraries 
of our cabinets on 2020, ARCAT, REVIT, SketchUp, 
BIMobjects and other professional design programs.

Contact us to get started on your outdoor project. 
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